http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=AFH&volumeld=56&isueId=03&iid=9987474


- Jessica V. Cammaert, “‘I want to follow Kwaku’: The Construction of Self and Home by Unfree Children in the Gold Coast, c. 1941,” 373.


__________________________________________________________

http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/18765610/22/2

- Dayna Barnes, “Think Tanks and a New Order in East Asia,” 89.

- Christopher Aldous, “A Tale of Two Occupations,” 120.

- Charles Kraus, “American Orientalism in Korea,” 147.
The Journal of American History, Vol. 102, No. 2 (September 2015)
http://www.journalofamericanhistory.org/issues/1022/


Interchange

- Chris Capozzola, Andrew Huebner, Julia Irwin, Jennifer D. Keene, Ross Kennedy, Michael Neiberg, Stephen R. Ortiz, Chad Williams, and Jay Winter, “World War I,” 463.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JAS&volumeId=74&issueId=03&iid=9913615


---

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JBR&volumeId=54&issueId=04&iid=9924827


• Andrew August, “‘A Horrible Looking Woman’: Female Violence in Late-Victorian East London,” 844.


• Celia Hughes, “The Struggle of the Male Self: A New Left Activist and His 1961 Diary,” 898.

• Helen MacDonald, “Guarding the Public Interest: England’s Coroners and Organ Transplants, 1960-1975,” 926.


Roundtable: Imperial History by the Book: A Roundtable on John Darwin’s The Empire Project


• Alan Lester, “Comment: Geostrategy (and Violence) in the Making of the Modern World,” 977.

• Kirsten McKenzie, “Comment: A Field Divided,” 983.

• Duncan Bell, “Comment: Desolation Goes before Us,” 987.


---

Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 17, Issue 3 (Summer 2015)
http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jcws/17/3


David Allen, “Realism and Malarkey: Henry Kissinger’s State Department, Détente, and Domestic Consensus,” 184.


The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:5 (August 2015)
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/5.toc

Militias in Civil Wars


Jessica A. Stanton, “Regulating Militias: Governments, Militias, and Civilian Targeting in Civil War,” 899.

*The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:6 (September 2015)*
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/6.toc


• Håvard Hegre and Håvard Mokleiv Nygård, “Governance and Conflict Relapse,” 984.

• HeeMin Kim, Jenifer Whitten-Woodring, and Patrick James, “The Role of Media in the Repression-Protest Nexus: A Game-theoretic Model,” 1017.


• Sebastian Schutte, “Geography, Outcome, and Casualties: A Unified Model of Insurgency,” 1101.


*The Journal of Conflict Resolution, 59:7 (October 2015)*
http://jcr.sagepub.com/content/59/7.toc


• Jeffrey A. Friedman, “Using Power Laws to Estimate Conflict Size,” 1216.

• Barbara F. Walter, "Why Bad Governance Leads to Repeat Civil War," 1242.

H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Fourth Quarter 2015

- Dan Reiter, “The Positivist Study of Gender and International Relations,” 1301.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjca20/33/2


- Catherine Boone, “Land tenure regimes and state structure in rural Africa: implications for forms of resistance to large-scale land acquisitions by outsiders,” 171.


- Ole Frahm, “Making borders and identities in South Sudan,” 251.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjoc20/45/4#.Vh10mCjETzY

Feature Section: Rethinking Resistance: Subaltern Politics and the State in Contemporary India

- Uday Chandra, “Rethinking Subaltern Resistance,” 563.


Research Articles

Richard Westra, “In the Tracks of Imperialism,” 677.


Commentary


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjoc20/45/4#.Vh10mCjETzY


Derek Levine, “Earning its Wings: a political economy analysis of China’s journey toward development of the C-919 commercial airliner,” 823.

China and the South Pacific: New Spatialisation of Order in the Pacific Islands?


Kate Hannan and Stewart Firth, “Trading with the Dragon: Chinese trade, investment and development assistance in the Pacific Islands,” 865.

China’s Relations with Arab Countries and Latin America


Research Note


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjcc20/24/96

Historical Perspectives on the Rise of China: Chinese Order, Great Harmony, and Tianxia

- Suisheng Zhao, “Rethinking the Chinese World Order: the imperial cycle and the rise of China,” 961.
- June Teufel Dreyer, “The ‘Tianxia Trope’: will China change the international system?,” 1015.

Research Articles

- Hong Yu, “Railway Sector Reform in China: controversy and problems,” 1070.
- Jing Ye, “Representation without Taxation: political changes in Chinese authoritarian regimes,” 1111.

Research Note
• Xiang Zhai, “Rewriting the Legacy of Chiang Kai-shek on the Diaoyu Islands: Chiang’s Ryukyu policies from the 1930s to the 1970s,” 1128.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjea20/23/3#.ViDguSjETzY

• Aline Sierp and Jenny Wüstenberg, “Linking the Local and the Transnational: Rethinking Memory Politics in Europe,” 321.


• Sebastian M. Büttner and Anna Delius, “World Culture in European Memory Politics? New European Memory Agents Between Epistemic Framing and Political Agenda Setting,” 391.


Journal of Contemporary History, 50:3 (July 2015)
http://jch.sagepub.com/content/50/3.toc

Between Decolonization and the Cold War: Transnational Activism and its Limits in Europe, 1950s-90s

• Maud Anne Bracke and James Mark, “Between Decolonization and the Cold War: Transnational Activism and its Limits in Europe, 1950s-90s,” 403.

• James Mark, Péter Apor, Radina Vucetic, and Piotr Oseka, “‘We Are with You, Vietnam’: Transnational Solidarities in Socialist Hungary, Poland and Yugoslavia,” 439.

• Chris Dols and Benjamin Ziemann, “Progressive Participation and Transnational Activism in the Catholic Church after Vatican II: The Dutch and West German Examples,” 465.

• Kostis Kornetis, “‘Cuban Europe’? Greek and Iberian tiersmondisme in the ‘Long 1960s’,” 486.

• Simon Prince, “‘Do What the Afro-Americans Are Doing’: Black Power and the Start of the Northern Ireland Troubles,” 516.

• Anna von der Goltz, “Attraction and Aversion in Germany’s ‘1968’: Encountering the Western Revolt in East Berlin,” 536.


• Kim Christiaens and Idesbald Goddeeris, “Beyond Western European Idealism: A Comparative Perspective on the Transnational Scope of Belgian Solidarity Movements with Nicaragua, Poland and South Africa in the 1980s,” 632.

**Border Visions and Border Regimes in Cold War Eastern Europe**


• Tim Grady, “A Shared Environment: German-German Relations along the Border, 1945-72,” 660.


*Journal of Contemporary History, 50:4 (October 2015)*
http://jch.sagepub.com/content/50/4.toc
Special Section: 50th Anniversary Issue

- Ivan T. Berend and Bojan Bugaric, “Unfinished Europe: Transition from Communism to Democracy in Central and Eastern Europe,” 768.

Articles

- Sandra Kraft, “Contention in the Courtroom: The Legal Dimension of the 1960s Protests in the German and US Student Movements,” 805.
- Jannis Panagiotidis, “Germanizing Germans: Co-ethnic Immigration and Name Change in West Germany, 1953-93,” 854.

Journal of the Early Republic, Vol 35, No. 3 (Fall 2015)
https://muse.jhu.edu/journals/journal_of_the_early_republic/toc/jer.35.3.html

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JEH&volumeId=75&issueId=02&iid=9720034

- Tom Nicholas, The Organization of Enterprise in Japan,” 333.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=JEH&volumeId=75&seriesId=0&issueId=03

- Barry Eichengreen, Arnaud Mehl, Livia Chitu, and Gary Richardson, “Mutual Assistance between Federal Reserve Banks: 1913-1960 as Prolegomena to the TARGET2 Debate,” 621.
- Nicholas Radburn, “Keeping ‘the wheel in motion’: Trans-Atlantic Credit Terms, Slave Prices, and the Geography of Slavery in the British Americas, 1755-1807,” 660.
• Kirsten Wandschneider, "Landschaften as Credit Purveyors – the Example of East Prussia," 791.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjgr20/17/3#.ViEi4ijETzY

Special Issue: The Armenian Genocide After 100 Years: New Historical Perspectives

• Margaret Lavinia Anderson, “A responsibility to protest? The public, the Powers and the Armenians in the era of Abdülhamit II," 259.

• Hans-Lukas Kieser, Mehmet Polatel, and Thomas Schmutz, “Reform or cataclysm? The agreement of 8 February 1914 regarding the Ottoman eastern provinces,” 285.

• Ümit Kurt, “Legal and official plunder of Armenian and Jewish properties in comparative perspective: the Armenian Genocide and the Holocaust,” 305.


• Seyla Benhabib, "Of Jews, Turks and Armenians: entangled memories – a personal recollection," 363.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JGA&volumeId=14&issueId=03&iid=9876964


• Lawrence Charap, “Teaching and Thinking about the Gilded Age and Progressive Era in the Redesigned AP U.S. History Course,” 389.


• Brenda Santos, “Adapting to the Redesigned AP U.S. History Course,” 412.

• Saul Straussman, “A Reflection on Teaching a Redesigned APUSH Class,” 419.


• Jonathan Zimmerman, “In Search of ‘College-Level Teaching’,” 429.

• Lendol Calder, “The Kids Are (Going to Be) Alright,” 433.

**Public Engagement**


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?jid=JGA&volum eid=14&seriesId=0&issueId=04


**Forum: Indigenous Histories of The Gilded Age and Progressive Era**


Malinda Maynor Lowery, “‘You Look Like a Pied Man’: Murder in Montgomery County, Georgia, 1893,” 541.


Philip J. Deloria, “Closing Thoughts,” 574.

Teaching Forum

Laura M. Westhoff, “Reacting to the Past in the Gilded Age and Progressive Era Classroom,” 580.


Ian Binnington, “Teaching with Reacting to the Past – Bringing Role-Immersion Play into the College Classroom,” 589.


Public Commemoration: The Birth of a Nation

Elaine Frantz Parsons, “Revisiting The Birth of a Nation at 100 Years,” 596.

Davarian L. Baldwin, “‘I Will Build a Black Empire’: The Birth of a Nation and the Specter of the New Negro,” 599.


Jennifer Fronc, “‘Historical Presentation’ or ‘Libel to the Race’?: Censorship and The Birth of a Nation,” 612.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjge20/11/2#.ViH9TCjEtzY

• Norbert Götz, “‘Moral economy’: its conceptual history and analytical prospects,” 147.


• Joakim Sandberg, “Moral economy and normative ethics,” 176.

• Vangelis Chiotis, “The morality of economic behaviour,” 188.

• Jani Marjanen, “Moral economy and civil society in eighteenth-century Europe: the case of economic societies and the business of improvement,” 205.

• Rebecca Gill and Daryl Leeworthy, “Moral minefields: Save the Children Fund and the moral economies of nursery schooling in the South Wales coalfield in the 1930s,” 218.


• Katarina Friberg, “Accounts along the aid chain: administering a moral economy,” 246.

________________________________________________________

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JGH&volumeId=10&is suelId=03&iid=9990841


• Bethany Aram, “Caribbean ginger and Atlantic trade, 1570-1648,” 410

• Bob van der Linden, “Non-Western national music and empire in global history: interactions, uniformities, and comparisons,” 431.


• M.C. Rast, “‘Ireland’s sister nations’: internationalism and sectarianism in the Irish struggle for independence, 1916-22,” 479.

________________________________________________________


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fich20/43/4

- Matthew Hughes, "Terror in Galilee: British-Jewish Collaboration and the Special Night Squads in Palestine During the Arab Revolt, 1938-39," 590.
- Steven Wagner, “Intelligence and the Origins of the British Middle East,” 721.

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/toc/jinh/46/2

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjih20/34/2#.ViIvTCjETzY

- Daniel Mahla, “No Trinity: The tripartite relations between Agudat Yisrael, the Mizrahi movement, and the Zionist Organization,” 117.

http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=LAS&volumeld=47&issueld=04&id=10004760

- Gabriel Ondetti, “The Roots of Brazil’s Heavy Taxation,” 749.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/flgh20/36/3

H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, Fourth Quarter 2015

- Stelios Tofaris, “Trust Law Goes East: The Transplantation of Trust Law in India and Beyond,” 299.

_______________________________________________________________

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/smil20/14/2#.ViI7ISjETzY

Symposium on Conscientious Objection: A Discussion of Larry Minear’s “Conscience and Carnage in Iraq and Afghanistan”

- Jeff Montrose, “Conscientious Objection and the Just Treatment of Personnel,” 123.

Articles


_______________________________________________________________

http://www.smh-hq.org/jmh/jmhvols/794.html

- “Foreword: In Commemoration of the First World War,” 925.

• Robert A. Doughty, “‘Papa’ Joffre and the Great War,” 959.


• Elizabeth Greenhalgh, “General Ferdinand Foch and Unified Allied Command in 1918,” 997.


• Andrew Moore, “Monuments Men and Martyred Towns: The Arras Belfry by Fernand Sabatté,” 1047.


• Phillip R. Kemmerly, “Environment and the Course of Battle: Flooding at Shiloh (6-7 April, 1862),” 1079.

**Review Essays**

• Mike Kaplan, “Grant’s Drinking or...The Beast That Will Not Die,” 1109.

• Bruce Vandervort, “Italian Imperialism and the Onset of the Great War,” 1121.

• Geoffrey Parker, “Patrick Gordon Rides Again,” 1127.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayJournal?jid=MOA

• Mark Langan and Sophia Price, “Extraversion and the West African EPA Development Programme: realising the development dimension of ACP-EU trade?,” 263.

• Elsje Fourie, “China’s example for Meles’ Ethiopia: when development ‘models’ land,” 289.


• Bruce Baker, “Unchanging public order policing in changing times in East Africa,” 365.

• Austin Dziwornu Ablo and Ragnhild Overå, “Networks, trust and capital mobilisation: challenges of embedded local entrepreneurial strategies in Ghana’s oil and gas industry,” 391.

• Pritish Behuria, “Between party capitalism and market reforms – understanding sector differences in Rwanda,” 415.

• Susanna D. Wing, “‘Hands off my constitution’: Constitutional reform and the workings of democracy in Mali,” 451.

• Elke Zuern, “South Africa at a Turning Point?,” 477.

The Journal of Modern History, Vol. 87, No. 3 (September 2015)
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/682416


Contemporary Issues in Historical Perspective


Review Article: World War I Centennial Series

• Peter Gatrell, “Tsarist Russia at War: The View from Above, 1914-February 1917,” 668.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cjph20/50/3#.ViKQmCjETzY

• Guillaume Molle and Eric Conte, “Nuancing the Marquesan Post-contact Demographic Decline: An Archaeological and Historical Case Study on Ua Huka Island,” 253.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JPH&volumeId=27&issueId=04&iid=9914733


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/upse20/11/3


• Robert Pahre and Carie Steele, “Teaching Politics in the National Parks,” 301.

• Andreas Broscheid, “Team-Based Learning in a Large Introductory U.S. Government Class,” 319.

• Michelle Hale Williams, “Using Simulations in Linked Courses to Foster Student Understanding of Complex Political Institutions,” 332.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=JRA&seriesId=3&voluemId=25&issueId=04&iid=9950851


• Purnima Dhavan and Heidi Pauwels, “Controversies Surrounding the Reception of Vali Dakhani (1665-1707) in Early Tazkirahs of Urdu Poets,” 625.

• Pankaj Tandon, “The Identity of Prakasaditya,” 647.


• Kate Boehme, “Smuggling India: Deconstructing Western India’s Illicit Export Trade, 1818-1870,” 685.

• T.H. Barrett, “A Bicentenary in Robert Morrison’s Scholarship on China and his Significance for Today,” 705.

Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 46, Issue 3 (October 2015)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=SEA&volumeid=46&issuelid=03&iid=9952165

• Nathan Porath, “Physicalising the spirit-dimension by song, dance and ‘fakery’ in indigenous mainland Riau, Indonesia,” 368.

• Josh Stenberg, “Wayang potehi: Glove puppets in the expression of Sino-Indonesian identity,” 391.

• Sharyn Graham Davies, “Performing selves: The trope of authenticity and Robert Wilson’s stage production of I La Galigo,” 417.

• Lan Duong, “Close up: The female gaze and ethnic difference in two Vietnamese women’s films,” 444.

• Yvonne Low, “Becoming professional artists in postwar Singapore and Malaya: Developments in art during a time of political transition,” 463.

• Jim Sykes, “Towards a Malayan sonic geography: Sound and social relations in colonial Singapore,” 485.


• Denise Tsui, “A grassroots perspective on Yogyakarta’s art world,” 537.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/38/5


• Tomás Smíd and Miroslav Mares, “‘Kadyrovtsy’: Russia’s Counterinsurgency Strategy and the Wars of Paramilitary Clans,” 650.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/38/6


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fjss20/38/7


Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 10, No. 2 (Spring 2015)

• Kathryn Dyt, “‘Calling for Wind and Rain’: Rituals, Environment, Emotion, and Governance in Nguyen Vietnam, 1802-1883,” 1.


Journal of Vietnamese Studies, Vol. 10, No. 3 (Summer 2015)


• An Tuan Nguyen, “More Than Just Refugees – A Historical Overview of Vietnamese Professional Immigration to the United States,” 87.

Labor Studies Journal, 40:2 (June 2015)
http://lsj.sagepub.com/content/40/2.toc


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmhr20/30/1#.ViOo_CjETzY

• Selene E. Psoma, “Athenian owls and the royal Macedonian monopoly on timber,” 1.
• Travis Bruce, “Commercial conflict resolution across the religious divide in the thirteenth-century Mediterranean,” 19.

The Middle East Journal, Vol. 69, No. 3 (Summer 2015)
https://muse.jhu.edu/journals/the_middle_east_journal/toc/mej.69.3.html


• Nissim Leon, “Rabbi ‘Ovadia Yosef, the Shas Party, and the Arab-Israeli Peace Process,” 379.

• Luke Howson, “Lessons from Shas about Israel,” 397.

• Ronen Zeidel, “Iraqi Nationalism in the Novels of Maysalun Hadi,” 413.

Middle East Policy, Vol. 22, Issue 3 (Fall 2015)

Symposium: Iran and the Arab World


Bahgat: Mideast Nuclear-Weapons-Free Zone


ISIS

• Thomas Juneau, “Containing the Islamic State,” 36.

• Shahram Akbarzadeh, “Iran and Daesh: The Case of a Reluctant Shia Power,” 44.

• Waleed Hazbun, “A History of Insecurity: From the Arab Uprisings to ISIS,” 55.

• Emil Aslan Souleimanov and Katarina Petrylova, “Russia’s Policy Toward the Islamic State,” 66.

Israel/Palestine
• Jerome Slater, “Terrorism and the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict,” 79.
• Galia Golan, “The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Lessons for a Breakthrough,” 100.

Minority Problems


Khorsheed: From Oil Kingdom to Knowledge-Based Economy

• Mohammad S. Khorsheed, “Saudi Arabia: From Oil Kingdom to Knowledge-Based Economy,” 147.

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmes20/51/5

• Özlem Kayhan Pusane, “Turkey’s Military Victory over the PKK and Its Failure to End the PKK Insurgency,” 727
• Oya Gözel Durmaz, “The Distribution of the Armenian Abandoned Properties in an Ottoman Locality: Kayseri (1915-18),” 838.
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fmes20/51/6

- Tamir Goren, “The Struggle to Save the National Symbol: Jaffa Port from the Arab Revolt Until the Twilight of the British Mandate,” 863.


- Cengiz Sisman, “Failed Proselytizers or Modernizers? Protestant Missionaries Among the Jews and Sabbateans/Dönmes in the Nineteenth-Century Ottoman Empire,” 932.


http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayIssue?decade=2010&jid=ASS&volumeId=49&issueId=05&iid=9890495

- Audrey Truschke, “Dangerous Debates: Jain responses to theological challenges at the Mughal court,” 1311.

- Charu Gupta, “‘Innocent’ Victims/Guilty' Migrants: Hindu public sphere, caste and indentured women in colonial North India,” 1345.


Dilip Subramanian, “’No Room for Class Struggle in These National Undertakings’: Providing social welfare for Indian state sector industrial workers (circa 1950-2000),” 1526.

Daniel N. Münster, “Farmers’ Suicides as Public Death: Politics, Agency and Statistics in a Suicide-Prone District (South India),” 1580.


Angma D. Jhala, “‘Home and the World’: Cosmopolitan, transnational identities of courtly Indian women in the late imperial zenana,” 1704.


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/cmit20/20/3#.ViPpqSjETzY

• Caterina Satta and Giuseppe and Scandurra, “Sport and public space in contemporary Italian cities: processes of citizenship construction through body-related practices,” 229.

• Roberta Sassatelli, “Healthy cities and instrumental leisure: the paradox of fitness gyms as urban phenomena,” 237.


• Davide Zoletto, “Situated learning, post-migrant youth and ludic spaces in diverse urban environments in Italy,” 263.


• Sebastiano Benasso, “Giardini Govi is our spot! When parkour meets Genoa,” 285.

• Luisa Stagi, “Crossing the symbolic boundaries: parkour, gender and urban spaces in Genoa,” 295.


Le Monde Diplomatique (August 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/08/


• Agnès Sinaï, “Aux origines climatiques des conflits,” 2.

• Sahar Khalifa, “Femmes arabes dans le piège des images,” 3.


Cécile Marin, “Moscou, une des villes les plus congestionnées du monde.”

Sergio González Rodríguez, “’Deux individus armés se sont approchés...’,” 8.


Julien Mercille, “Médias, le Parlement irlandais accuse,” 16.

David Commeillas, “Flux de musique...et d’argent,” 27.


Dossier: Le révélateur grec


Yanis Varoufakis, “’Leur seul objectif était de nous humilier’,” 1.


Renaud Lambert, “’Le système a absorbé le virus’,” 19.


Le Monde Diplomatique (September 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/09/


• Pierre Rimbert, “Il ne s’est rien passé à Athènes,” 2.
• Maxime Robin, “Barboter dans les privilèges,” 5.
• Cédric Gouverneur, “Une conséquence de la guerre du salpêtre,” 7.
• Florent Detroy, “La course à l’Arctique passe par Reykjavik,” 10.
• Jordan Pouille, “Razzia chinoise sur le lait,” 10.
• Farid Benhammou and Rémy Marion, “L’ours polaire, animal géopolitique,” 11.
• Cécile Marin, “L’Arctique.”
• Gavan McCormack, “La base américaine d’Okinawa, épine dans le pied du premier ministre japonais,” 16.
• Katsumata Makoto, “Une Constitution pacifiste en péril,” 16.
• Cécile Marin, “La présence militaire américaine au Japon.”
• Agnès Stienne, “Entrepreneurs agricoles contre paysans.”
• Vicky Cann, “De si confortables pantoufles bruxelloises,” 20.
• Sylvain Laurens, “Les élus passent, les eurocrates restent,” 20.
• Pierre Rimbert, “Le sens du placement.”
• Dominique Franceschetti, “Corse, d’autres armes contre le béton,” 23.
• Daniel Paris-Clavel, “Et le western italien fit sa révoulution,” 27.
• Aminata D. Traoré, “Ce sont nos enfants,” 28.

*Le Monde Diplomatique* (October 2015)
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/2015/10/

• Serge Halimi, “Editorial: Faire sauter le verrou médiatique,” 1.
• Hana Jaber, “Qui accueille vraiment les réfugiés?,” 1.
• Cécile Marin, “Un Syrien sur cinq a quitté son pays.”
• Alex Nunns, “Jeremy Corbyn, l’homme à abattre,” 1.
• Olivier Bailly, “Même la guerre a ses lois,” 3.
• Michel Aglietta, “Ce que cachent les soubresauts financiers,” 4.
• Bachir El-Khoury, “Course au gaz en Méditerranée,” 10.
• Cécile Marin, “Litige frontalier en mer entre Israël et le Liban.”
• Jérémie Fabre and Solène Jeunesse, “La résistance au GMT essaime en Europe.”
• Christophe Ventura, “Au pays des conquêtes syndicales,” 16.
• Christophe Ventura, “Rafale législative,” 16.
• Christophe Ventura, “Proximité ou complicité?,” 17.


“Des décennies de lutte,” 19.

Cécile Marin, “Statut légal de l’avortement dans le monde.”


**Supplément: Réflexions sur le progrès**

Edgar Morin, “Les deux humanismes,” I.

Ashis Nandy, “Un si long silence,” I.

James Wolfensohn, “Basculements,” II.

Enrique V. Iglesias, “Les voies latino-américaines du développement,” II.

Michael Sandel, “Marché, morale et vie civique,” III.

Nassir Abdulaziz Al-Nasser, “Contrer l’intolérance,” IV.

Wu Weiming, “Un dialogue planétaire des cultures,” IV.

Constantin Von Barloewen, “Arène ou agora,” IVi.

Marc Augé, “Progrès et culture,” IVi.

Yves Coppens, “Le progrès dans l’histoire humaine,” IVi.

---

*Le Monde Diplomatique – Manière de voir (August-September 2015)*

[https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/142/](https://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/mav/142/)

**Ce que manger veut dire**

Benoît Bréville, “L’indigestion qui vient.”

**Les apprentis sorciers**
Pierre Daum, “Et pour quelques tomates de plus.”

Agnès Stienne, “La vache, les lasagnes et le ‘minerai’.”


Pascal Lardellier, “Le steak caché des fast-foods.”

James Ridgeway, “Aux Etats-Unis, les savants fous du climat.”

Susan George, “Plaidoyer pour l’interdiction des OGM.”

Jean Ziegler, “Le riz, nouvelle passion des spéculateurs.”

Qui remplit nos assiettes?

Patrick Herman, “Vent de révolte chez les travailleurs saisonniers.”

Mathilde Goanec, “Abattoir breton cherche boucher roumain.”

Philippe Bovet, “L’effet hypermarché.”

Guillaume Pitron, “La diplomatie américaine est soluble dans le soda.”

Thomas Frank, “Colère au menu de la restauration rapide.”

Insécurités alimentaires

Benoît Bréville, “L’obésité indexée sur le PIB.”

Stéphane Parmentier, “Pour en finir avec la flambée des prix.”

Jean-Pierre Rogel, “Costa Rica, des bananes au régime chimique.”

Mike Davis, “La faim, une arme coloniale.”

Jean-Sébastien Mora, “Restera-t-il des poissons dans les mers d’Afrique?”
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